SIMPLIFYING CREDENTIALING FOR LOCUM TENENS AND TELEHEALTH PRACTITIONERS
The rate of growth in the area of telehealth is exponential making the task of credentialing and privileging cumbersome and creating bottle-neck stoppage for medical staff service departments.

More and more practitioners are lending themselves to the growing trend of a locum practice. As specialties increase and rural areas grow in population and demographic range, the need for locum tenens is on a steep incline.

With this influx, the risk grows as medicine is practiced on temporary privileges and medical staff service professionals struggle to keep up.

For career tenens, the risk is much higher as they are not tied to an institution where there is oversight and management by medical staff services and regularly evaluated.
Simplify

“All things should be as simple as possible, but not more so.”
— Albert Einstein

Credentialing of Locum Tenens should find the point of most simple and within the highest level of best practices.

Issue 1: Redundant Verification of Static Data

Verified Static Data
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  - Alaska
Resolve

Resolution 1: Secure Digital Hub of Verified Static Data

Secure digital hub of a practitioner’s primary-source verified data.
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